NOTES:
1. HEIGHT OF SIGN WILL DEPEND ON LOCATION AND SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE PLANT TYPES. IN ALL CASES, THE SIGN SHALL BE CLEARLY VISIBLE TO THE PUBLIC.
2. FOR POST, SEE PUBLIC WORKS STANDARD ROAD DETAIL R 18.1.
3. MOUNTING HARDWARE SHALL BE TYPE 316 STAINLESS STEEL OR ALUMINUM.
4. SIGN POST SHALL BE PLACED BY THE CONTRACTOR IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PLANS OR AS APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT. SIGN POST SHALL BE INSTALLED PLUMB AND LEVEL.
5. BACKGROUND OF SIGN SHALL BE PANTONE PURPLE 522C, BORDER AND LETTERS SHALL BE BLACK HELVETICA, SWISS 721 COREL OR APPROVED EQUAL.
6. ENGINEERING GRADE REFLECTIVE MATERIALS SHALL BE USED.
7. SIGN MATERIAL SHALL BE OF 14 GAUGE ANODIZED ALUMINUM.